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Shell structure in mixed 3He-4He droplets
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Due to the immiscibility of3He into 4He at very low temperatures, mixed helium droplets consist of a core
of 4He atoms coated by a3He layer whose thickness depends on the number of atoms of each isotope. When
these numbers are such that the centrifugal kinetic energy of the3He atoms is small and can be considered as
a perturbation to the mean-field energy, a novel shell structure arises, with magic numbers different from these
of pure 3He droplets. If the outermost shell is not completely filled, the valence atoms align their spins up to
the maximum value allowed by the Pauli principle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years the study of liquid-helium drople
has attracted a renewed interest. The main reason for this
been the observation first made by Scoles and collabora
@1# of then3 vibrational band of SF6 dissolved in4He drop-
lets. Since then, a major effort has been made to addres
infrared spectroscopy of molecules inside or attached to
lium clusters@2–4#. In a millisecond time scale@5#, liquid-
helium droplets cool down to temperatures below 0.4 K
the case of4He and 0.15 K in the case of3He @2,5,6#. The
unexpectedly sharp rotational lines observed in the infra
spectral region when molecules such as SF6 and OCS@2,7#
are inside a4He drop have been interpreted as a signature
the 4He drop superfluidity@8#. On-flight cold 4He droplets
may thus offer the unique possibility of resolving rotation
spectra of complex molecules, acting as an inert spec
scopic matrix@9# with potential applications in basic an
applied research. The situation found when the same mol
lar impurities are dissolved into3He droplets is at variance
in these fermionic drops the atoms are in the normal st
the rotational lines collapse, and the infrared spectrum sh
only one broad peak@8#. The structure and collective excita
tions of 3He droplets doped with atomic and molecular im
purities have been recently addressed@10#.

The study of mixed3He-4He drops is very appealing
They are made of bosons and fermions with different m
interacting through the same potential, and quantum eff
due to the different statistics and the different zero-point m
tion of each isotope are crucial to determine their structu
Moreover, there is a practical motivation in their study sin
as compared to pure4He droplets, mixed3He-4He droplets
may provide an even cooler environments to dopant m
ecules@11#. Indeed, evaporation from the outer layers of3He
brings the temperature of the compound system down to
ues close to those of pure3He drops, while keeping supe
fluid the inner helium layers around the foreign molecule,
these layers are essentially made of4He atoms, provided
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there is enough of this isotope to fill the first two solvatio
shells around the impurity@12#. Doped mixed3He-4He drop-
lets have also found an application in basic research, giv
an experimental answer to the question of how many4He
atoms are needed to exhibit superfluid behavior. Theoret
calculations@13,14# predicted a value around 60, in excelle
agreement with the recent experimental findings of Toenn
and co-workers@8#, on what they have called ‘‘molecula
superfluidity’’ ~see however Ref.@15# for an alternative ex-
planation!.

Pure 3He droplets are finite systems made of the on
neutral Fermi liquid accessible to experiments, and si
these atoms are fermions, they are believed to be distrib
into shells. For some number of atoms~magic numbers!, the
droplets have a particularly stable structure, as inert atom
doubly magic atomic nuclei—such as16O or 208Pb—have.
Experimental evidence about the existence of magic num
has also been gathered for other fermionic systems, suc
alkali-metal clusters@16# and quantum dots@17#. Although
there is no experimental evidence of the existence of ma
numbers in3He droplets, all calculations carried out so f
yield for the first magic numbers the sequence (p11)(p
12)(p13)/3 with p50,1,2, . . . characteristic of the three
dimensional harmonic-oscillator~HO! well @18–21#.

Whereas any number of4He atoms can form a self-boun
system, a minimum numberN0 is needed in the case of3He
@18,19,22–24#. The precise value ofN0 has not been experi
mentally determined, but the fact that only large3He clusters
suddenly appear in the experiments points towards its e
tence. The pioneering calculations of Refs.@18,19# con-
cluded thatN0 should be comprised between 20 and 4
which are the magic numbers corresponding top52 and 3 in
the HO scheme. The valueN0529 has been obtained@22# in
a configuration interaction plus density-functional descr
tion of 3He droplets, whereas the valueN0534235 has
been found in variational Monte Carlo~VMC! calculations
@23,24#. According to Ref.@22# a salient feature of the ope
shell droplets spanning the 20,N,40 range is that the va
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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lence atoms couple their spins to the maximum value
lowed by the Pauli principle. This is a surface effect—bu
liquid 3He in its ground state is unpolarized—also found
VMC calculations@23,24#. The atoms in the inner, close
shells, couple their spins so as to yield a paramagnetic, z
spin configuration.

In this work we address the shell structure of the ferm
onic component in a cold, mixed helium droplet when t
number of4He atomsN4 is much larger than the number o
3He atomsN3. The presence of4He atoms produces two
effects. On the one hand, they provide an extra binding to
3He system, which may be crucial to have bound sm
mixed droplets, as shown by recent microscopic calculati
@25–27#. On the other hand, they change the mean fi
where 3He atoms move, drastically affecting the shell stru
ture and magic numbers of the3He component. To highligh
shell effects that otherwise will be smeared out, the m
interesting situation corresponds to fairly smallN3 values.
As cases of study we consider two (N3 ,N4) systems fulfill-
ing these conditions, namely, the (50,300) and (288,14
droplets.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we presen
mean-field description of mixed helium droplets based o
finite-range density-functional approach. In Sec. III we
beyond the mean-field description taking into account
mixing of configurations within a shell-model approach, a
a summary is presented in Sec. IV.

II. MEAN-FIELD DESCRIPTION

In this study we have employed the finite-range dens
functional ~FRDF! of Ref. @28#. This functional reproduces
the relevant thermodynamical properties of4He and 3He
liquids at zero temperature, such as the equations of state
the surface tension of the free surfaces, and properties o
mixture such as maximum solubility of3He into 4He, pres-
sure and concentration dependence of3He effective mass,
excess volume coefficient, osmotic pressure, and surface
sion of the mixture interface as a function of pressure.

For a given droplet we have solved self-consistently
coupled integrodifferential equations arising from function
differentiation of the density functional@28#. The Euler-
Lagrange equation obeyed by the spherically symmetric4He
particle densityr4(r ) can be written as

F2
\2

2m4
S d2

dr2
1

2

r

d

dr D 1V4~r !GAr4~r !5m4Ar4~r !,

~1!

wherem4 is the 4He chemical potential. The3He spherical
orbitals fnl(r ) are solution of the Kohn-Sham-like~KS!
equations

F2
\2

2m3*
S d2

dr2
1

2

r

d

dr D 2
d

dr S \2

2m3*
D d

drGfnl~r !

1FV3~r !1
\2

2m3*

l ~ l 11!

r 2 Gfnl~r !5«nlfnl~r !, ~2!
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where«nl are the single-particle~SP! energies, andn and l
are the radial and orbital angular-momentum quantum nu
bers, respectively. Within FRDF theory, the effective pote
tials V4 and V3, and the effective massm3* depend on the
atomic densitiesr4 andr3.

The key point for our discussion is that the resulting e
fective potentialV3 is small and flat except for a very pro
nounced pocket at the surface of the drop and, as a co
quence, the low-lying3He SP states are localized at th
surface. This situation has been analyzed in detail for o
single 3He impurity in a 4He droplet@29–31#. The surface
potential well arises from the balance between the ato
atom interaction, which binds the3He atom to the droplet,
and the excess of kinetic energy of one3He atom with re-
spect to that of one4He atom, which tends to push the3He
atom off the droplet. This is the origin of the well-know
Andreev surface states.

It turns out thatV3 has a fairly large number of bound S
surface states, therefore a3He layer can develop at the sur
face of the 4He component, forming a quasi-two
dimensional spherical shell. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 f
the two drops we have chosen as typical examples. In
upper panels we have plotted the effective potentialsV4 and
V3. All 3He atoms occupy surface states, and this is clea
reflected in ther3 density as displayed in the lower panels
the figure. We have found that this is always the pattern ifN3
is small enough as compared withN4. The maximum num-
ber of 3He atoms which can be accommodated in a sin
shell on the surface of a4He drop can be roughly estimate
as 4pR2Drr3, whereR.3N4

1/3 Å is the radius of the4He
drop, Dr .2 Å is the ‘‘diameter’’ of a 3He atom, andr3
.0.016 Å23 is the bulk3He density. The surface of the dro
can thus accommodate all the3He atoms if the condition
N3<3.5N4

2/3 is fulfilled. It appears that only for rather sma
N4 values, 3He has a sizable probability of being dissolve
in the bulk of the droplet. A discussion on how3He dissolves
in 4He droplets can be found in Ref.@12#.

FIG. 1. Effective SP potentialsV4 and V3 ~upper panels! and
densitiesr4 and r3 ~lower panels! for the drops withN3550, N4

5300 atoms~left side! andN35288,N451440 atoms~right side!.
The horizontal dashed and solid lines in the upper panels repre
the 3He and4He chemical potentials, respectively.
2-2
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The fact that the effective potentialV3 has a pronounced
minimum at the surface of the mixed drop has interest
consequences for the3He shell structure. If the radiusR, i.e.,
N4, is large enough, the centrifugal terml ( l 11)/r 2 entering
the KS equations can be treated as a perturbation. The
perturbed SP orbitals do not depend on the orbital ang
momentuml, and in first-order perturbation theory the S
energies would vary linearly withl ( l 11), giving rise to a
rotational spectrum. This simple picture is indeed confirm
by the solution of the KS equations, as can be seen in Fig
where we display the SP energies as a function ofl ( l 11).
They are distributed in two nearly parallel straight lines, o
corresponding to the nodelessn50 states and the other t
the n51 states. The slope of these lines, as well as the
between the last occupiedn50 and the first unoccupiedn
51 sp state, diminish asN4 increases. The corresponding S

FIG. 2. 3He SP energies«nl as a function ofl ( l 11). The
dashed horizontal lines represent the3He chemical potential.

FIG. 3. Upper panel:3He SP radial wave functions withn50
andn51 as a function ofr for drops withN3550,N45300. Lower
panel: the same as the upper one forN35288,N451440. For each
n value, the first 14 wave functions have been plotted.
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wave functionsfnl(r ) are plotted in Fig. 3. It is worth no-
ticing that then50 wave functions are almost indistinguish
able from each other, and even then51 ones in the larger
droplet. A similar situation has been found for single3He
impurities diluted in4He adsorbed in the interior of carbo
nanotubes@32#, and for edge3He states in a4He drop on a
Cs surface@33#. The rotational character of the spectrum
one single 3He atom in a4He droplet has been previousl
discussed in Refs.@29,31#.

We thus see that there are two energy scales clearly s
rated. The large one is related to the number of nodes of
radial wave function and the small one to the different valu
of the orbital angular momentum for a given number
nodes. Therefore, whenN4@N3 the 3He mean field gives
rise to a distinct shell structure in which the SP energy lev
group into rotational bands whose head statesfn0 are char-
acterized by the number of nodes of their radial wave fu
tion. For drops satisfying the conditionN3<3.5N4

2/3, the
Fermi level corresponds to ann50, nodeless orbital; then
51 SP states lie at higher energies. It can be seen in Fi
that then51 band crosses then50 band atl cr58 for N4
5300 and atl cr514 for N451440. The total number o
atoms that can be placed in then50 bands up tol cr is 162
and 450, respectively@N352(0

l cr(2l 11)52(l cr11)2#.
These numbers are in very good agreement with the e
mates given by the above inequality. We thus conclude t
as far as the inequality is respected, new magic numb
N352(p11)2 appear, withp50,1, . . . ,l cr .

III. BEYOND MEAN FIELD

To study the behavior of these mixed droplets beyond
mean-field approximation we proceed along the same li
as in Ref.@22#. The starting point is the calculation of th
two-body matrix elements of the residual interaction betwe
SP states characterized byl i andl j ~or l m andl n), coupled to
orbital angular momentumL and spinS,

Vi jmn
LS 5^ l i ,l j ;LSuVu l m ,l n ;LS&. ~3!

As residual interaction we take the effective interaction d
duced from the finite-range density functional employed
preceding section. The SP wave functions obtained in
mean-field calculation are expanded in an optimized HO
sis, to take advantage of the Brody-Moshinsky transform
tion brackets@34# in the calculation of the antisymmetrize
two-body matrix elements. In what follows we shall use t
wave functions of the (50,300) droplet. We have compu
the matrix elementsVi jmn

LS for SP angular momentsl 50
26. In Table I are displayed the diagonal matrix eleme
Vi ji j

LS pertaining to thel shells at and above the Fermi leve
The behavior of the other matrix elements is qualitative
similar.

In a single l shell, the fermionic character of the3He
atoms together with the repulsion at short distances of
atom-atom interaction produces positive matrix elements
the S50 channel, the largest one corresponding toL50.
The averageS50 interaction is close to zero but slightl
positive ~13 mK!. On the contrary, the attraction manifes
2-3
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in the S51 channel~odd-L values! and it is dominated by
theL51 matrix element ('2100 mK). The average attrac
tion in this channel is225 mK. Actually, the odd-L matrix
elements behave exactly as those of an attractived interac-
tion for evenL, i.e., as (2L11)21, while theS50, even-L
elements are very close to those of a~repulsive! BCS-like
pairing interaction, as can be seen in Fig. 4, where the d
onal matrix elements in thel 55 shell are displayed. The
gross features of these matrix element are the same tha
pear in the study of pure3He droplets although their size an
detailed structure are different. Matrix elements involvi
two different l shells show similar features,S50 repulsion
and S51 attraction, more prominent for the smallerL val-
ues.

TABLE I. Antisymmetrized two-body matrix element
^ l i ,l j ;L,SuVu l m ,l n ;LS& in mK for the ~50,300! droplet.

l i l j l m l n L S50 L S51

4 4 4 4 0 183 1 267
2 111 3 226
4 16 5 216
6 11 7 210
8 211

4 5 4 5 1 1111 1 281
2 217 2 280
3 130 3 28
4 23 4 247
5 115 5 22
6 21 6 232
7 15 7 21
8 0 8 223
9 221 9 22

5 5 5 5 0 1142 1 293
2 118 3 238
4 112 5 224
6 17 7 218
8 13 9 213
10 211

FIG. 4. Diagonal two-body matrix elements of the effective i
teraction in thel 55 shell for the~50,300! droplet.
02320
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When we fill orderly thel shells for a nonmagic numbe
of atoms, the valence atoms—those outside closed she
may be described by many different Slater determinants
are degenerate in energy at the mean-field description le
The residual interaction mixes them all to produce the phy
cal ground and excited states. We have resorted to a con
ration interaction calculation in the valencel shell to deter-
mine them. Even without diagonalizing the secular matric
we can guess that the interaction will favor states with ma
mum spin, because it is attractive in theS51 channel and
repulsive in theS50 channel. Indeed, this is the result th
we obtain when we make the calculations using the nuc
shell-model codeANTOINE @35#. For a given number of va-
lence atomsnv the ground-state spin isS5n̂v/2, with n̂v

5nv if nv<2l 11 and withn̂v52l 112nv if nv.2l 11. At
midshell the state with maximum spin is unique and hasL
50. In most other situations, we find that the ground st
hasL'S. The droplet develops a spin gap roughly prop
tional to n̂v that reaches 130 mK at midl 55 shell. The spin
alignment is produced by the two-body interaction, and
can extract the associated correlation energy subtrac
from the energy eigenvalues of the configuration mixing c
culations the mean-field contribution

Em f5
1
2 n~n21!V̄ll , ~4!

i.e., the number of interactions times the averaged ma
element~or centroid! of the interaction that can be written a

V̄ll 5
l 11

4l 11
Vll

0 1
3l

4l 11
Vll

1 ~5!

in terms of the centroids at fixed spin

Vi j
S5

(
L

~2L11!Vi ji j
LS

(
L

~2L11!

. ~6!

The sums run over Pauli allowedL values. These are in fac
monopole formulas currently employed in shell-model stu
ies in nuclear physics, as given, e.g., in Ref.@36#, where one
has to make the correspondence between total angular
mentum and orbital angular momentum (j→ l ), and isotopic
spin and spin (t→s).

The resulting alignment energies are plotted in Fig. 5
the largerl values that we have calculated. The correlati
energy grows withl and with the number of valence atom
If the Hamiltonian were purely monopolar—i.e., if the two
body matrix elements wereL independent—the energ
would vary quadratically with the number of atoms. What w
find is a somewhat slower increase. It can also be noti
that there is some odd-even staggering, but contrary to
usual pairing regime, here an even number of atoms is u
vored. A similar trend is seen in the spin gaps, which
essentially the first derivative of the alignment energies.
2-4
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IV. SUMMARY

We have found that within a FRDF mean-field descr
tion, large enough mixed helium droplets, roughly satisfyi
the conditionN3<3.5N4

2/3, are formed by a core of4He
atoms coated with3He atoms occupying nodeless sp stat
These states have orbital angular moments running frol
50 to a maximum valuel m . Magic numbers characterizing
shell closures appear atN352(p11)2 with p
50,1, . . . ,l m . For values ofN3 larger than these given by
the above inequality, the fermionic equilibrium configur
tion, instead of being surfacelike, evolves towards a m
bulky configuration, developing a plateau at a density clo
to the 3He saturation density@12#, and has a more conven
tional shell structure in which sp states corresponding to
ferent radial quantum numbersn are occupied.

To incorporate the effect of correlations in one acti
open l shell, we have considered as residual interaction
one derived from the same density functional used to gen
ate the mean field. We have found that, as in pure3He open-
shell droplets, their two-body matrix elements are mos
attractive in theS51 spin channel. Consequently, the effe
of the correlations between3He atoms is to favor the align

FIG. 5. Spin alignment energies as a function of the numbe
atoms in thel shell.
v,

l.

B
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ment of spins in theopen l shell. This is analogous to th
case of pure3He open-shell droplets, although the effect
mixed droplets is less pronounced.

Finally, we would like to comment on the effect of havin
more than one open shell. For this sake, let us consider
case of several valence shells, i.e., configurations withnl
atoms in shelll, nl 8 atoms in shelll 8, and so on. If the
interaction between different shells is neglected, and o
intrashell interactions are taken into account, thenl atoms
would couple to spinn̂l /2, thenl 8 atoms to spinn̂l 8/2, etc.,
according to the previous results. In this fictitious situatio
all possible couplings between the spins of the differenl
shells are degenerate~as in the mean-field case!. However, if
intershell interactions are turned on, and one seeks for
true ground-state energy of the system, two effects comp
On the one hand, as the intershell interaction is mostly
tractive in theS51 channel, the lowest-energy state of th
configuration would have the maximum allowed sp
namely,1

2 ( l n̂l . On the other hand, promoting3He atoms to
a higher l orbits would cost some energy. To determi
which effect is the dominant one, it is unavoidable to co
pute the energy of these complex configurations, which r
resents a formidable challenge. We cannot exactly addre
this case due to the huge dimension of them-scheme varia-
tional space—the number of Slater determinants in
space—except for a small-number of3He atoms. We have
carried out exact diagonalizations for smallN3 values, and
for largerN3 values have used approximate formulas ba
on what in nuclear shell-model calculations are cal
‘‘monopole spin-vector’’ formulas@36#. According to these
calculations, the fully aligned phase is not favored. Howev
fairly reasonable changes in the value of the matrix eleme
compatible with theoretical uncertainties in the FRDF we u
for 3He, might change the situation, yielding a fully pola
ized thin shell of3He atoms. A density-functional calculatio
imposing different degrees of polarization might help to sh
light on this issue.
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